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Swedish response to U.S. demarche on Pakistani nuclear development, agreeing to cooperate fully.
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1. Ambassador made demarche called for in RefTel and presented prescribed non-paper to MFA BEGGEN LEIF LEIFLAND and MFA specialist on nuclear affairs Johan Lind. MFA officials expressed GOS wish to cooperate fully with us on this matter. Non-proliferation remains a cardinal element in conduct of Swedish foreign policy and Swedish insistence that they would not want to contribute to any country's nuclear arms capability is unarguable fact, they said. To that end, Swedes maintain tight control over all trigger-list items. Furthermore, GOS is currently looking into question of adding additional items to trigger-list, particularly in light of recent British demarche. MFA officials recognize that non-trigger list items which private Swedish companies sell abroad could conceivably be adapted to nuclear ends. This is of concern to GOS officials but obviously far more difficult to control.

2. MFA promised to share with us any information they uncover on Pakistani intentions or attempts to procure items in Sweden.
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